
When there is a need or preference to work with preformed corners, the following guidelines should be followed.

Installation of an inner corner

Step 1Step 1

Step 4

Step 2 Step 3

Apply glue to the subfloor and the wall. 
Install the coving strips. Put the inner corner 
into place. Make sure there is an overlap with 
the floor- and wallcovering.

The inner corner is ready. It can be welded
once all covings and corners are in place.

Push the material into the glue with a rounded 
(wooden) tool, starting from the top center to 
the sides. Continue at the bottom. Make sure 
the material follows the shape of the coving
strip tightly.

When the material is into place, the overlap
can be trimmed of using a standard hook
blade or linocut. The seam should be pressed
with the rounded tool to ensure a nice, tight
seam.
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Step 1

Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

Step 2 Step 3

Leave a gap of at least 20 mm between the
corner and the coving strip. Before sticking 
the outer corner, apply adhesive silicon
acrylic to the coving strips.

Use a rounded tool to press the heated part 
of the profile into the glue while it cools 
down. 
Repeat step 3 and 4 for the other side of the
corner.

Use the rounded tool to press the material 
into the glue before trimming the sides with 
a standard hook knife or linocut

The outer corner is ready. It can be welded
once all covings and corners are in place.

At the beginning do not use a hot air gun to 
avoid an irreversible warping of the corner.
Press the outer corner into the glue. Make sure
there is an overlap with the floor and wall.

Make sure that the corner is correctly in place.
Only now, use the hot air gun to warm up 
one side of the profile raising the 
correspondent inferior edge; this prevents 
the peeling off of the corner.
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Step 1

Step 4

Step 7

Step 5 Step 6

Step 2 Step 3

Cut a piece of cove that fills the gap between 
the corners.

Protect the floor with a piece of tape where 
the seam ends.

Use a trimming tool to create a smooth and 
hygienic seam.

The weld is ready. Repeat step 2 till 7 for all 
seams, including the seams in the corner.
A capping strip can be used to create a smooth 
and hygienic transition to the wall covering.

Weld the seam. Use a quarter moon or a Mozart knife to cut
off excess material.

Use a hot air gun to warm up the material. Use a P type groover to prepare the seam for 
welding.
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